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Eighty-six percent of women believe Casey Anthony is guilty of murdering her daughter, but only

eleven percent of men agree. Learn why. Author Rance Scott presents his most provocative,

controversial, and powerful work to date in this Psychological Portrait of the gender gap the Casey

Anthony case created. In the book that's rocking readers around the globe, Conner goes right to the

point in explaining how Anthony's biggest crime was being attractive, and why women will almost

always see their female compatriot as a predator.Hold your seat if you can as the author walks us

through the dramatic difference between women and men in perception of guilt. Backing his

statements with researched proof, Conner says "If you are an attractive woman as defendant in a

sexual harassment lawsuit and jurors are women, prepare to pull out the checkbook. With men you

have a much better chance of being Not Guilty". "And, if you are an unattractive man as a plaintiff in

a sexual harassment case, you better hope for men on the jury because the women aren't going to

believe you as much in the story".In what is surely one of the biggest nerve striking books of 2011,

bestselling author C.V.Conner holds nothing back and waste little time to show why and how

women are not more judgmental - but they are simply more judgmental of women.From Nancy

Grace to Jeff Ashton, the author attacks their media assassination with High Precision!
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Not much to say except that I heard nothing new. It was just a repetition of what was heard on

television with the author's opinion.

This book is not well written or informative. If you watched any of the coverage in this case, you will

not learn anything new. Bottom line, the author thinks Casey's HOT, and hates Nancy Grace. He is

entitled to each of those opinions, but doesn't make for a good read. If you still want to read it, send

me your email and I'll loan it to u for free. Don't waste your money!

I don't know why I purchased this book! I got more upset the more I read it. I followed this trial on TV

and cannot believe she was found " not guilty "! That little girl was so precious! She didn't deserve to

die the way she did or to have that whacko if a mother!

This book is just a rehashing of a little bit of the information available elsewhere and a bunch of the

author's opinions. It is poorly written and contains numerous grammatical errors, especially subject -

verb agreement errors. Regardless of your beliefs about the jury's verdict, this book simply is not

worth reading. Thankfully I borrowed it through  Prime and didn't waste my money.

Especially enjoyed comments about Nancy Grace. Keep wondering if the nickname " tot mom" was

originally "tat mom" related to the tattoo Casey got that sent Nancy into hysterics.Makes more sense

THERES NOTHING MORE I ENJOY YTHAN A GREAT BOOK. THIS COLLECTION OF BOOKS

EXCEED MY VERY OWN EXPECTATIONS. KEEP THEM COMING AND ILL KEEP ON

PURCHASING AND READING THEM.
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